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COSMIC RAY SnJDY IN NISHINA LABORATORY 

Masa TAKEUCHI* 

The co開1icray research in Japan was inHiated by Dr. Yoshio Nish釦ain 1931. ln the 
summer of that year, he wぉ nominatedchief of a new labor温toryφHshinaLabora-
tory) of The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research (1.P.C.RふThere,R. Sagane 
soon started to make Geiger-Millier counters.τhe first .counter was made of a copper 
tube 5 cm恒 lengthand 2 cm in diameter. Both ends of the tube were shielded by 
ebonite plugs, and a steel wire was stretched between the plugs as a central electrode. 
This counter was of the shape that two“Spitzen Z語hler"swere connected facing each 
o出er.Fortunately the discharge characteristics of this counter showed a plateau as 
large as SO voltち， andit was primarily used to me銅 山e仕1eintensity of radiation in the 
laboratory, When the center of a typhoon passsed出roughTokyo area in the fall of 
this year, it was found that the count担grate varied with decreasing atmospheric pressure, 
and later returned to the normal路tewhen the typhoon had gone. Apparently there w鎚 a
significant correlation between the count泊grate and the atmospheric pr郎sure.

While出is脳ndof prel加1ina:ryexpe出nentwas continued, we concentrated our effort 
to make larger G.M‘counters of different type. One of these counters had such a 
structure由ata brass tube and a steel wire were sealed in a glass tube, which was then 
ftlled with a low pr田sureair. In those days the good counter with a 50 - 100 v 
plateau could be obtained only by trial and error，創出edischarge mechanism of G .M. 
counter was not clear. 
In I 932, we started a cloud chamber study of cosmic rays; we pl創medto measure 

血eenergies of cosmic ray particles泊 amagnetic field. In the be訴nning,however, 
nobody in由elaboratory W鎚 convincedwhether cosmic ray tracks could be obtained 
in the cloud chamber. 
The first cloud ch紅nberwe made was expanded by a horiz叩 tallymoving piston, 

and was mounted in a magnetic field of 2000 Gauss, which was generated by a 
He加曲。1包 coil.創出eend of 1932, we succeeded in taking photographs of cosmic ray 
tracks. The counter controlJed method for cloud chamber operation was invented by 
R. SaganeJ and wぉ ・appliedto血isexperiment as mentioned in November 1932 at the 

meeting of I.P. C. R聞 Thenext year, we found出.atthe Blackett group had also invented 
必milarmethod胡 dapplied it to co釧 icray位卵白nent,when the註抑blicationof 
March 1933 arrived at our laboratory. 
One of也ephotographs出mtaken showed a pair of circular tracks emitted from a 

po白twhere a straiゆttrack cros部 dthe inner釦 rfaceof出eglass wall. Ano曲目

出te開st泊.gphotograph demonstrated the simultaneous incidence of multiple tracks 

with different raddi of curvature. 
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In March of 1933予 Blackettpublished the result obtained by the counter controlled 

cloud chamber担 ama伊1eticfield (Blackett and Occhialini, 1933). Their experiment 

was s加1ilarto ours, but with’a stronger magnetic field. Having read也ispaper, we 

found that the pair of circular tracks in our photograph of 1932 was no出回Ebut a 

pair creation and桂1atthe picture with multiple tracks showed a shower phenomenon. 

However, we could not but conclude that our app舷 atuswas not good enough to 

continue urther experirnen臼 011energy spectrum, and註1ata larger cloud ch辺ηber担 a

stronger ma伊1eticfield w部 nece路 aryfor the future study of high energy cosmic ray 

particles.有mswe decided to suspend the cloud chamber expe出nentfor a while. 

2. 

At the end of 1933，立1eJapan Society For The Promotion of Science* started “The 
10也 subcommittee"to promote cosmic ray study担 Japan.The subcommittee soon 

discussed what would be fruitful research projects, and the first project they d10詑 was

an observatioれ ofcosmic ray intensities by ionization chambers. Later, the G.M. 
counter experiment was added. 

As Dr. Nishina w路 amembeT of this subcommittee, he decided to start this pr吋ect

in the Nishina. Laboratory. At first, C. I品iiand other members constructed the 

ionization chambers of the Comptonザpe.In 1935, for a measurement of altitude 

var包括onof cosmic問yintensities, the Compton type ionization chamber was taken up 

to Mt. Fuji to observe the inteれsityat mountain altitude, which was then comp盆red

with血esea level intensity me組 1redat Tokyo by F. Y蹴 asaki.In June 1936ラ on也e

occasion of the solar eclipse, Y. Nishina, C. lsh民間dY. Selddo ob蛇 rvedthe cosmic 

ray卸tensityat Mt. Syari in Hokkaido. In the fall of設mtyear, the observation of 

underground bu時twas carried out in S悩m包utunnel by the Neher type ionization 

chamber 刺i血凶 and愉え 1936）”
According to the progress of陪 searchactivity in tl1ose days, two cosmic ray groups 

started in 出eNi血担aLaboratory. One was to observe cosmic ray intensities by 

ion包凶onchambers and by G.M. counters.明1eother group (Takeuchi and others) w羽

to保 町yout the cloud chamber ex.per釘1ent.As th容hi.storyof the former group will be 

本 JapanSociety for the Promotion of Science: This S悦 ietywas. establidied卸 1931by白eJapanese 
government pr凶世立y釦 respon時 to紺ongdemands by famous J時間信回 sci側 ti.sts,and later血e
discussion made a1 tl潟、 NationalDiet. 
The aim of this society w部 topromote academic research activities in Japan: aim釦gat the 

developm四 tof ロtl~re and industry，血erepletion of national defen国，如d曲econ位ihutionto 
nations prosperity and benefit of the human bei1思 Theprog加 nmsthat出e悌cietyロrriedout加

出ebe酔U1均 wereto offer伽 .ancial叩pportto scien出ts.to or伊nizethe committee for 
investigation of res健 rchprojects. to is.me academic publications, and to recomm儲 dits抑 pportto 
詰1portantscientific projects. 
The釦 cietywas first organized栂 afoundation supported by the J apane掛 government,the royal 

family, and a rich company. The first president W絹針加部 Chichi加， thefirst chairman由ePrime 
Minist位， andthe first director W拙針。f、Joji Sakurai, who w酪 later持pla叩dby Prof. Hantaro 
Nagaoka (Fujioka. 1973). 
S加.ceits establis加問nt，出e阻 cietyhad continued its activity for 36 y；椅肱 In1967，血e帥 ciety

wa草 reorganizedaccording to a Jaw p制 edby the Diet，叩dpla悌dunder the間 pervisionof the 
Minister of Education. 
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described by Dr. Y. Sekido治 世1isbook, I shall give a brief outline of the history of 
the doud chamber group. 

3. 

In 1935, Dr‘Nishina planned to make a large cloud chamber and a strong magnet~ 
accord披露 to his pl制1,at first I made a model ma伊 etwith the size 1/10 of the 
proposed magnetl and studied the shape of pole pieces誼1atcould generate a ma伊1etic
field錨 uniformas possible over投1ewhole effective volume of the cloud chamber. 

Finally I was able to find the best shape for the pole pieces. 
In the meantime, I constructed a cloud chamber of disc shape of 40 cm diameter in 

collaboration with the engineering staff of l.P.C.R .. This chamber w出 expandedby 
moving an aluminum plate, which is supported by a rubber sheet connected to the 

outer structure of the chamber.官官 platewas moved by taking in and out the 
pressurized air. The light source was compo舘 dof釦 arclight組 da p訂 abolicmirror 

of 50 cm di富田terwi血 afocal length of lO cm. 
The m昭 1etwas manufactured by Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co. The maximum 

diameter of the pole pieces was 70 cm, and one of the pole pieces had a cone shaped 

hole for photographing (Fig. I). Each unit of the magnetic coil W路 madeof dual Laye.rs 
of宮wirlingcopper tube, which was cooled by letting water flow加sidethe tube. Al] 

u凶tswere connected in series electrically and the tubes in p訂allelfor cooling. When a 

current of 1000 A was passed through the coil, a ma惇1eticfield of I6SOO Gauss was 
obtained with a 3 percent unifonnity over the whole volume of也ecloud chamber 

(Fig.I). 

Fig. 1 (a). The cloud chamber appar説usin Nishina Laboratory, LP.C.R. 
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Fig副 1(b). The magnetic field along the broken line shown加 Fig.1 （時（畠verageposition of tracks). 
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:"Jext a large D.C. g会れとratorthat .:ould generate :1 D.仁 pひWぞras large as .300 
400 k¥v w込Sneeded for t七♂ oper’ationゃfthis magnet. Because we could not find三ucha 
f.)O¥Vとrfulgenむrntorin oはrinstitu1民 vveasked the Jぉp捻れごse持込vyto help us. Eventualry 

ーヘ；1vypermitted us rn use their gぞれer:.itorwhiむhh袋dbeen used to charさずれ1bmarinぞ

b抗日ries.Thδy agrむとdt.o Jet usu部 the喜怒n会ratorat Yひね）SUk袋持av設iArse幻説。1註v¥vhen 

they w念日 no!using 

Then Ta keuch1弐ndlchimiva moved to '{ okosuka with the cloud chamber ili rhと

。i1936，込れ4for ahcmt une yeai・wぞ

thi九 e.¥perirれと！H 1,vas t＼可 measurεtheenξrgy spectれ1mOlむosnncmy parnはとえ。 iれ

Blムヤupublished his result on thと energy呼民間imobtairu:d by his clolld cham 
prfor lo our publication (Blacken, 1937). ＼むさ長mndth設.tour 

,.:omplete!y with hl器開決ilt.and p1万seれほ当ひはず resultonlyψ 併設Uyat 

l.P.C.R吋 butdid not published it‘ 

4. 

へft紅白 th品I¥Ve stぷrtedan以？とrfrnent to measure the en廷rgy・ loss 材、 cosmicray partid引

いiuing a lead plate or 3.5 cm or 5 cm thick.J1ess金1sideiれと do1ょ品 chamber.

ln !937，対抗idenrn:yerand Iえれdersonpublished thεir obきとrvariひねりnthとenergy

uf cosmicはデ particlesthn.n場han 1 cm piatinmn plate，誌ndsuggested the existence 
a partiぐた ¥Vith a m脳sheavier than that of an electron (N吋 dermeyer註nJAndersonち

iり37).Other papers泣きoindicatれithe evidences of such particles that wれ eapparently 

れotprotons but did not ere拭台設lectro鈴 pair話 whenthey passεd throu罫hthe品bsorbing
material (Street and S松vensひ九 1937; Cru主sardan品Leprinじな－Rin事－ue仁 1937aラ b).These 

pユ？とrswere published註1Ma5ヘhowever,Ni京hinaha長heardsome ne¥vs of‘them fro部

話。hr ¥Vho visited J::man in An~U via UれitedStates. As we Were doing晶君主nHar
五 f＇ポ軒糊部t'OJ／／治神筑波、恥哨ダレ

C三る計in

then 乙込kulated‘min事 thと Bloch's e守us.hon,the ど公ergylosses in lead of chはrged
particles ¥Vith sevεral different ma部品亨 andshowed us a gr時aphof cner装yloss 

momentum relation wl泣chwas used おT our analy主将． In August 附 found a particle 

Fig. 2 
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ドig.3. Th主主uthor議おdth母i器工員記開設gn号tin Ni.shin誌上諸bor藷tory.（災ovemb討 22,l多38)

{Fig. 2) with am出 s1 /7 -1/10 of th出 ぱ apro紛れ（Nishinaer al., lヲ37). This paper 
was received by the PhysicaJ 訣れriewon August 28 and was published on Deこむmbe1・j

刻、rershortening thεdescription‘while Street antl Stevenson's e宝timationof mass w郎

日portedin thεir” letter to the Editor on OcJob~tP wl次長 W獄 publishedon November 

1. 

In 1938 we伐 turnedto the c:a.mpus of LP.C.R:. an長以mtiれひとdour心lo込dchambe工

会xpedment｛ドig.3).At ihat timとお large gぞれeraiorwas introduced in伐1rcampじsfor 

the cyclotron proj舎はラ andcひuldalso加なsedforひure:xperirnent. In thos告長持1S,our 

interest tum念品 t mv ar ds ti被 :rneasurementof 投球 massol喝 themesotron. At the end of 

this ye訂、 we obtaiη抗ian sれのtherexぉnplcof詮 partiむkwith an interm診品ぬtem込ss

｛？記ishinaet al.、1938).

き．

Since then VH: wenげ onvardto measure the ionizationおnsityof particle支給 thecloud 

c;:hambcr, and pl設nned lo det2m1ine rhe mass of the particles by the simultaneous 

measurement of moment設m (Hρ） and ionization density （打。 In th芯 meantimev刊

のhtainedan in時間ら，tingevent i終 whichHρ ：：：： 1.2 X 10串 Gauss.cm and l == 3 times 

inin出mmionization which corresponds to tw父母 thとおおizationdensity 。fan electron 

with the知 memornentum （ドig.ヰ）.We estむnatedthεm設ssof this particle to be a 

half of that of a proton、andreported this result at the meetiれgof LP.CJミ斑 However

tト1eexisten付。f部 cha particle w紛れotpredictedぉtthat time, aれdfurthermore 

some people had doubts about the accuracy of our m特別rementof ionization density. 

As we observed oniy one such event事 wedid not publi主hi仁
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Fi怠 4, The Result of observations of momentum and ionization dens.』ty.The median mass event is 
shown by事doublecircle. 

Then we decided to use two cloud chambers for further work; the idea W部 to
separate出eionization m時間rementfrom the momentum measurement. Actually a 
large cloud chamber of 40 cm diameter was mounted in a ma郡1et,and a small cloud 
ch鑑nberof 15 cm diameter was placed above the magnet on top of the large chamber. 
Aiming at卸1provingthe accuracy of momentmn measur位nent,the large chamber was 

~- expanded innnediately when the triggering put鰐 wasaccepted to get sharp回dlong 
tracks. On the contrary, the exp出lSionof the small chamber was怠 littledelayed to 

diffuse ions to obtain the accurate ionization densities. 
We started this experiment釦 1941.However the in tensity of cosmic rays which 

p部 sedsimultaneously出roughboth chambers was too low. Before long we realized 
that it w路 hopelessto get a sufficient number of tracks with high ion包ationdensities 
within a reおonabletime’ and finally we gave up cont加u泊gthis expe出nent.

6. 

In 1941 we planned to take cloud chamber photographs of cosmic rays at aeroplane 
altitude; we intended to do也isexpe出nenton a m韮it郎yfighter. Since we could not 
get on board with our appara知s)and since the fighter’s cabin w部 notpressurized at 

that 也ne, the airbom appara知S 説。uld function automatically under the low 
tempera知re and low atmospheric p民 S釦 re. ’fakeuchi 出entried to develop an 

automatic cloud chamber photograprung de吋ce.We built a model appara知s,and 
repeated the test experiment in吐telow・・ temperature -low pressure room at The 
Central Research Institute of Aeronautical Science. However, after some time we had 
to discontinue出 sexpe出nentowing to the war. 

7. 

Thus the cloud chamber study of comnic rays had continued for about ten years in 
the Nist由1aLaboratory, and we could accumulate quite a number of photographs of 
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Fi丸 5. Y. Nishina. 

highぞれergycosmic r::ry particle主e しlnfortun込telythese photographs and mひばりf

rtぐのrdsひfexpcrむncntsw守reburned togεther with the と＼？とriment設i設pparatusb.Y rhe 

air f込idon Tokyo on April 13岱 1945.込れd0設lya fe¥V退。心mncnt主主Vぞreleft in 

hand. 

This report w出＼Vrittenふれ re打、引Tingto thむ幻れ：illamount of documents that t:sc込pεせ

ふunagcand to m1ψrnemorv U ulv. J 980). 
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